Replica exchange simulation method using temperature and solvent viscosity.
We propose an efficient and simple method for fast conformational sampling by introducing the solvent viscosity as a parameter to the conventional temperature replica exchange molecular dynamics (T-REMD) simulation method. The method, named V-REMD (V stands for viscosity), uses both low solvent viscosity and high temperature to enhance sampling for each replica; therefore it requires fewer replicas than the T-REMD method. To reduce the solvent viscosity by a factor of lambda in a molecular dynamics simulation, one can simply reduce the mass of solvent molecules by a factor of lambda(2). This makes the method as simple as the conventional method. Moreover, thermodynamic and conformational properties of structures in replicas are still useful as long as one has sufficiently sampled the Boltzmann ensemble. The advantage of the present method has been demonstrated with the simulations of the trialanine, deca-alanine, and a 16-residue beta-hairpin peptides. It shows that the method could reduce the number of replicas by a factor of 1.5 to 2 as compared with the T-REMD method.